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Recent Trends 
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Increased use of customized structures that can be opportunistically formed to capitalize on 

market disruptions 

Investment opportunities in certain asset classes, especially with respect to strategies focused 

on credit (including CLOs and TALF); healthcare; and distressed or opportunistic investments 

Side Pockets - Management Fees 

Side Pockets -Performance Fees 

Certain asset classes, such as energy, travel, retail, and entertainment, are at historically low 

prices

Certain strategies, such as quantitative macro strategies, have performed well in the downturn4

Secondary sales of side pocket interests:

• Greater likelihood of increased use of side pockets, while investors may need liquidity or to rebalance portfolios

• Increased amount of capital available for secondary purchases 
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Alternate Structures 
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Accelerated fundraising windows (focus on investors 
that can close quickly)

Terms may change for the particular opportunity set

˗ Hedge funds: lockup periods to address current 
liquidity; greater ability to side pocket; valuation 
discretion

˗ Private equity funds: shorter investment periods; 
shorter terms; recycling flexibility

Short-lived products

Allocation of investment opportunities: Will the 
alternate structure receive deal flow?

Greater ability to invest in illiquid assets



Alternate Structures
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• Greater investment size

• Customized investment programs – ease of modification 

• Lower or different fee and expense structures, although greater setup costs for LPs

• Generally, more LP-favorable indemnification and standard-of-care terms

• Greater control, transparency, and governance terms

• Preferential withdrawal terms

• Additional rights that may be inapplicable to other investors

• Long-term relationships 

• Leveraging the Manager’s infrastructure (e.g., access to sponsor knowledge; may include required training for investor)

• One governing agreement – side letters less prevalent

MANAGED ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS-OF-ONE



Advantages and Disadvantages of Funds-of-One vs. 
Managed Accounts
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• Advantages

– Liability Protection

– Operational Efficiencies

– Tax Treatment of the Performance Compensation

– Privacy

– Tax Structuring

• Disadvantages

– Lack of Ownership and Control

– Expenses

• Advantages

– Ownership and Greater Control

– Risk Management

– Liquidity

– Affordability

• Disadvantages

– Counterparty Liability

– Fiduciary Liability

– Unfavorable Tax Treatment of the Performance 
Compensation 

MANAGED ACCOUNTSCAPTIVE FUNDS



Alternate Structures

• Hybrid Funds 

– Private equity–styled styled fund with a public securities portfolio and a long hold period 
(no incentive fee on unrealized appreciations and no redemptions)

– Side-by-Side Fund

• “Best Ideas” Funds/Co-Investment Funds

– Dedicated fund for a manager’s “best ideas” or to co-invest alongside the flagship fund
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Evolution of the Hedge Fund Market & Opportunities
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• For funds that manage risk well through the COVID-19 and oil price wars, there will be no shortage of 
dislocations from which to take advantage. 

• These events could also trigger the onset of the next distressed cycle. Hedge funds are well positioned to 
take advantage of greater discernment among credits given their ability to make such fundamental 
assessments and position themselves both long and short. 

• Additionally, specific countries/regions/sectors will be impacted in very different ways, which could result in 
a variety of opportunities for macro investing in rates and FX.

• The risk to hedge funds would be from synchronized and coordinated monetary and fiscal actions that 
allow for a quick, V-shaped, beta-driven rebound that blunts the distinction between winners and losers 
through bailouts and an overabundance of undiscerning credit. 

MARKET DISLOCATIONS



Raising New Capital During the COVID-19 Dislocation

• The pandemic will adversely impact fundraising for at least the next several 
months, but not for everyone — strategies perceived to be nonmarket-correlated 
or otherwise well positioned to take advantage of current conditions may still do 
well. 

• For managers that want to raise new capital in the short term, it will be 
considerably easier to do so from existing investors rather than new investors.

• In the current environment, there should be opportunities for some managers to 
quickly and efficiently attract capital to variations on flagship funds. 

• For investment managers which have a fund that is only supposed to be 
activated on a credit dislocation, they may now have an opportunity to do so.

• Investment managers which have set up overflow and co-investment vehicles or 
platforms may find that those funds provide the quickest path to market.
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Considerations

• Structure

– In terms of structure, variations are either:

– A truly separate product (i.e., a new legal entity), but one with governing documents 
that are closely modeled on those of the flagship fund; or

– A separate “sleeve” of the flagship fund (i.e., a new class or series of the existing 
legal entity)

• Each of these approaches (separate product or separate sleeve) can often be 
implemented without the consent of existing investors.

• Where a fund formed as a variation on a flagship fund will invest alongside the 
flagship fund or otherwise have an overlapping strategy, managers need to 
carefully consider their fund documents and their policies and procedures for 
addressing potential conflicts in the allocation of investment opportunities.
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Considerations

• In addition, in the case of the separate sleeve option, care must be taken to 
disclose the risk of cross-class liabilities and, in certain situations, consent may 
be required, particularly if either the flagship fund’s investment strategy or the 
new sleeve’s investment strategy involves leverage.

• A true separate series requires considerable care in accounting and 
recordkeeping in order to ensure separation of liabilities (an exception being a 
new class that would add material risk for investors in the current class(es)).

• “Super Sub Doc” Approach vs. Supplemental PPMs

• Series/Segregated Portfolio Company Platforms

– Other options that have gained currency in recent years and have potential under the 
current conditions are the separate series fund (Delaware) or segregated portfolio 
company (Cayman Islands) platform
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ESG CONSIDERATIONS



Resilient Returns in a Downturn?

S&P Global Market Intelligence, Major ESG Investment Funds Outperforming S&P 500 During COVID-19, April 13, 2020
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“ESG fund managers said their focus on 
nontraditional risks led to portfolios of 

companies that so far have been resilient 
during the COVID-19 downturn.”

“ESG fund managers said their focus on 
nontraditional risks led to portfolios of 

companies that so far have been resilient 
during the COVID-19 downturn.”
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 Renewable investment strategies 
more focused on long term returns.

 Renewables make an attractive 
alternative with the drop in oil 
prices.

 Global energy demand continues to 
rise.

 Governments and corporations 
promote clean and sustainable 
energy.

Many of the megatrends 
targeted by institutional grade 
impact strategies appear fairly 

resilient.

Healthcare

Education

Communications

Environmental

ESG Sectors in the Current Market



Who Are the Investors?

Depends on Motivation Driving the Investment Decision
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Program-Related 
Investments

Mission-
Related 

Investments

Investment 
Restrictions

Primum non 
Nocere ESG

Pursuing charitable 
purpose

A nonprofit not
investing for a profit

Pursuing mission-
related purpose

A nonprofit 
investing for a profit

No investment in 
‘sin’ industries such 
as weapons

Investing for a 
profit

No negative effects 
from investments

Investing for a 
profit

Not for Profit For Profit

Take into account 
ESG considerations

Investing for a profit
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$239 BILLION
in assets managed by 
impact investors 

Nearly 

66%
identify as fund 
managers

Investors are 
foundations, banks, 
CDFIs, family offices, 
and pension funds

Approximately

67%
target market rate 
returns.  
19% target close to 
market rate. 15% 
target capital 
preservation

Compound annual 
growth rate of impact 
investing assets of

17%
in the last four years

$33 
billion
invested in 
13,000 impact 
investments in 2018

Expected growth to 

$37 billion
in over 15,000 impact 
investments in 2019

All data from Global Impact 
Investing Network, Annual 
Impact Investor Survey 
2019

The Growing Market



What is the Basis for ESG Policies?

• Define strategic impact objectives

– International Finance Operating Principles for Impact Management

– Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) Categorically Prohibited Activities List

• Incorporate objective in investment process

– CDC Environment and Social Checklist

– Pacific Community Ventures Due Diligence Guide

• Track performance – Measure the value of the social or environmental benefit 
created by an investment
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• TPG’s Rise Fund created an “Impact Multiple of Money”* to assess the impact 
potential of an investment:

– Estimate a company’s output (e.g., number of people reached with an impactful service 
or program);

– Attempt to quantify the social value generated through that output (e.g., value of lives 
saved or increased educational attainment); and

– Factor in the amount of capital the fund planned to invest and its equity stake to 
calculate an impact multiple of money. 

– If a company did not score above a 2.5x, Rise would not invest.

*Vikram S. Gandhi, Caitlin Reimers Brumme, Sarah Mehta, The Rise Fund: TPG Bets Big on Impact, 310 Harv. L. Rev. 041, 1 (2019).
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How to Incorporate ESG
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Some Causes of Potential Crisis for Hedge Funds
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Causes of 
Potential 

Crisis

Market Volatility

Business Interruption Key-Person Event

Significant 
Redemptions

Illiquid Markets for 
Underlying Assets

Highly Leveraged Funds

Counterparty 
Insolvency



A New Cause of Potential Crisis for Hedge Funds 
Pandemic
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New Cause of 
Potential 

Crisis

Business Interruption Key-Person Event

Illiquid Markets 
for Underlying 
Assets

Counterparty 
Insolvency



Hypothetical Case Study
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Master-feeder hedge fund has significant decline in performance during March1

2

3

4

5

Quarterly redemptions on 90 days’ notice, subject to a one-year lockup period 
and investor-level gate

Intended that the Fund would be highly liquid; no side pockets

Manager implemented its BCP with some hiccups

One of the senior analysts may have the virus 



Potential Issues That Could Result in Liability
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Strategy shift

Valuation

Illiquid assets; no side pockets

Timing of disclosure to investors

Selective disclosure

Misleading statements

Fiduciary duties



What Should Managers Do First?

• Contact US and Cayman legal counsel

• Review fund governing documents and side letters

• Continue to focus on seamless portfolio management and operations

• Consider objectives 

– Business objectives – Going concern or wind-up is inevitable

– Legal objectives – Fair and equitable treatment of investors 

• Fiduciary issues
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Different Constituencies

General 
Partner/Manager 

(Delaware)

Board of Directors 
(Cayman)

Investors – Balancing 
interests and side letters

• Redeemed and awaiting redemption 
proceeds

• Investors desiring to redeem

• Investors not redeeming and not 
permitted to redeem

Counterparties Employees Service Providers 
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Protective Measures

• Suspensions and collateral consequences 

– Redemptions

– Payment of redemption proceeds

– Calculations of net asset value (NAV)

• Timing of suspensions 

• Side pockets

• Liquidating special-purpose vehicle (SPV)

• Distributions in kind
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Litigation and Regulatory Risks 

• Breach of contract – potential conflict with side letter provisions regarding 
suspension, liquidation, side pockets, SPVs, distributions in kind, etc. 

• Fraud in the inducement in connection with any representations by a manager 
made to encourage investment (or encourage withdrawal of redemption request) 
that turn out to be materially inaccurate

• Claims that funds were mismanaged

• Regulatory risks

• Consider self-reporting 
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01 Focus on seamless operations, compliance and investment 
processes

Valuation

Monitor and enhance BCP

Investor communications 

What should we do now?

02

03

04

05

Documentation
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